
Is there a reporting feature? Yes, it's good

Yes, you have to change each
category to a "fund" which is

doable, but not intuitive 

Can you have multiple accounts?
(Credit cards, savings, checking,

etc)

Does the transaction register match
my accounts? (savings, checking,

credit cards?)

No, all transactions are lumped
together and it does not match

transactions to each account

Yes, it's great

Yes, it's great Yes, but it's less user friendly

QUESTIONS EVERY DOLLAR YNAB MINT

Price & Premium Features?
$129.99 (Premium)

Free version available as well

$84/yr
No free version 

(34 Day Trial) 

Free
Paid for by ads
(everywhere)

Can you do multiple budgets? No
Yes

Personal, Business, and
as many as you want

No

Is it easy to assign every
dollar? Can you arrange

every expense?
Yes, and it's easy Yes, and it's easy

No, stuck with their
main categories

(frustrating!)

Can you allocate evenly? Easily
project into the future, and
roll balances over month to

month when you have
surpluses and deficits?

It's possible, but you have
to do this manually which is

one of the biggest
negatives of YNAB

Not really, it has the worst
feature for rolling over month
to month (we couldn't find a

way to create a budget for next
month until that month had

already started)

Can you adjust as necessary? Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

Will it automatically import
expenses and assign categories?

Yes, it's good
(easy to drag and drop)

Yes, it's great
(best features for
complete control)

Yes, but it's not good
(no control or clarity over

transactions and their approval)

Can you split the transactions
across multiple categories?

Yes, great experience Yes, great experience
Yes, however, it doesn't do the

math for you, and wrongly
assigns remaining balances

Yes, individual transaction
register for each account.

No, all transactions.are lumped
together and it does not match

transactions to each account

Is there a mobile app? Yes, it's great Yes, but it's not good

How is the interface with your
bank accounts? It's ok It's great

It's the best for connecting all your
non-budgeting accounts

(investments, credit score, mortgage,
etc.) Not the best interface, but most

broad use
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